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HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR BOARD

How experienced as a SUP’er you are
Your price range
Where you will be SUP’ing
What size board you will need

We love an epic day out in the outdoors, there’s nothing like chilling in the
burning sun, feeling the wind in your hair and cracking open an ice-cold
beer, plus, with an inflatable stand up paddleboard you can take your
adventure even further. 

Choosing which board is right for you can be a minefield. The options for
your day of SUP’ing are endless and whatever your SUP aim, having the
right one is key. But, with an overwhelming amount of boards out there
and so much knowledge widely available, how do you choose a SUP which
is right for you? Well, you've come to the right place! Read on to discover
what you should look out for when choosing your new paddleboard and
the pros and cons of different types.

When choosing a stand-up paddleboard we believe there are 4

fundamental factors to consider:
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1. How experienced as a SUP’er are you?

Whether you’re practically a pro or a regular at
making a splash in the ocean, how experienced
you are and what you are planning on doing
with your paddleboard will determine which
one you should buy, makes sense, right? 

For all of you who are new to the SUP game and
looking to buy your first paddleboard or those
of you who know you won’t be using it for
anything other than your standard boarding
then an all-rounder will be ideal for you. These
versatile boards have a length that ranges
between 3-3.8 meters. Its narrow tail makes it
easy to manoeuvre, while its wider width makes
it easy to paddle. The ideal all-rounder. 

If you’re ‘practically a pro’ then opting for a high-

performance board is where you’re at. A touring
board is what you’re looking for due to its
pointed nose, ideal for more experienced
borders. This board shape is much more
difficult to balance on which makes it a lot less
manoeuvrable for someone who isn't serious
about paddleboarding.

2. Your price range

You can now purchase stand up paddle boards
for as little as £200, meaning if you’re just looking
to dabble, you don't need to re-mortgage your
house. But, remember your price will reflect the
quality of your board. So, ensure you take into
account how frequently you’re going to use the
board and what you are going to use the board
for.

Here at Saltie Sports, our 10'6 boards start from
£579, compared to £899 from the leading
competitor. 
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3. Where will you be SUP’ing?

One of the beauties of SUP is that you can do it
on so many different bodies of water. It’s not
strictly one for those white sand beaches
(although we love those just as much), but
instead, find yourself any size area of water that
you can paddle an ore in and set your SUP up for
the afternoon. If you are going to be boarding on
a lake, then really any paddleboard works, due to
its calm nature and minimal tides. If you plan to
onboard on the ocean then it can be a bit
tougher, so bigger really is your friend here. You
should opt for a board that gives you more
stability amongst the currents and waves, so
think extra width and thickness. 



Problems with riding low in the water
Increased drag (making it harder to paddle)

Stability issues

4. What size board do you need?

What’s that saying? Size doesn’t matter? Well
when it comes to SUP boards, it really does. The
most important thing to factor in when
choosing your SUP size is your weight. Plus, any
extra furry companions or friends you choose to
bring along. Second, your weight, your skill level
will also help you decide on what size SUP is
right for you. 

When looking for a new board, consider the
below:

Length

This affects the speed and ease of use,

generally, longer boards are faster than shorter
boards and shorter boards are more
maneuverable.

Width

This affects how stable your SUP will be, a wider
board will be more stable than a skinnier board.

Thickness

This affects the buoyancy of the board. A thicker
board will also give you a ‘bouncier’ ride.

Roughly, a SUP’s length X width X thickness will
equal its volume. 

All three of these measurements combine to
make up the volume of the board. The greater
the volume, the greater the weight that it can
carry. If the board you are riding does not have
enough buoyancy, that is volume, you’ll end up
with a few issues:
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When choosing a SUP, you want to choose a size that has enough buoyancy
for your weight and experience level to keep you properly afloat (otherwise
you could end up with some unwanted splashes). Depending on what you’re
planning on using your board for will depend on what size one you need:

All-round SUP: The clues in the name - All rounder SUPs are perfect for any
type of boarding. They are usually around 10′ and 12′ in length and 29” - 32” in
width. 

SUP surfing: If you want to dabble at surf paddle boarding, then purchase a
SUP surfing board. SUP surfing paddleboards are generally maxed. 10′, and
narrower with a pointy nose and tail. 

Touring SUPs: Touring boards are usually around 12’6” but can even span to
14′ in length they also have a pointy nose. Touring boards have less drag and
are perfect over longer distances.

Yoga and fitness SUP: SUP yoga and fitness have become increasingly
popular, boards are usually wide, as much as 32″ - 36″ to ensure stability and
balance whilst you’re working out.

Now you have chosen which SUP is right for you, you need to understand it's
what's on the inside that matters.
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PADDLEBOARD

Understanding the construction of a paddleboard can be a minefield. 

What does the construction of one even mean?!

When we talk about the construction of a paddleboard, we are literally
talking about how that board is made.  It is important to understand some
basic aspects of the construction of any board you are considering, even
just having a basic knowledge of this process can be the difference
between buying a paddleboard that is going to last you 10 years or one
that is going to last you the summer. Or one that is going to feel like your
trying to board on a plate of wobbly jelly or one that will feel as solid as a
rock beneath your feet. Be that, a bit softer and less abrasive.

So, how does the construction of a SUP differ between boards? Read on to
discover the main types of construction and what the pros and cons of
each board really are.
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https://www.earthriversup.com/info/inflatable-sup-technical-info/inflatable-paddle-board-constructions-a-helpful-guide/
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SINGLE LAYER

Possibly the most popular and common type of paddleboard on the market.
Single skin boards are generally the cheapest boards around making them
the most widely brought entry-level boards. 

Single skin boards are connected to the inside drop-stitch, this is the
lightest way to make a SUP of a similar thickness, a single skin board will
have the most flex and will, therefore, be less stable when you go out on the
water on it. Not so bad if you plan on not using your SUP too often or only
plan on using it on flat water. But, not so great if you plan to use it regularly
or out on choppy water where you need a bit of stability.

Boards made with single-layer construction have a bouncier feel and are
more susceptible to puncture and leakage. This does not necessarily mean
that the boards are of poor quality, but the chances are they are a little soft
and less durable than other paddleboards.  These boards are ideal for
entry-level SUP'ers who are just trying out paddleboarding and will most
likely not do it frequently. So, if you are looking to just try out SUP’ing then
this is the board for you. 

Boards in this category can cost anywhere between £200-£500 depending on
where you buy them from.

+ LIGHTWEIGHT + LOW PRICE - MORE FLEX

 



LAMINATED /FUSION

DOUBLE-LAYER

CONSTRUCTION:

1. Nylon drop stitch

2. Base fabric

3. First PVC layer

4. Second PVC layer

5. Inner rail

6. Outer rail

7. Eva foot dec
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LAMINATED / FUSION DOUBLE LAYER 

The second, but quickly becoming, the most popular type of SUP
construction. The laminated double-layer construction is the latest
technology in the inflatable SUP manufacturing process and creates the
most durable, lightweight SUPs on the market. 

You start with the drop stitch of a single skin board and then a second PVC
layer is laminated directly to it, making it a much stiffer and stronger
material. Brands like to use all sorts of fancy jargon for this, heat bonded,

fusion, military-grade etc. So, if you have heard any of these terms
previously, then this is what they’re referring to! This is the process we use
here to make a Saltie Board.

Why is this beneficial to you?

A double fusion layer board has far less bounce than a single layer board,

meaning it's a lot easier to stand up (and stay) stood up on. It is also far more
durable meaning that it will last longer and will withstand a lot more
accidents that may occur. A double layer SUP is also far more versatile, so
whilst originally you may only think that you're going to paddle on the lakes.

However, you may end up wanting to give SUP Yoga, SUP racing or riding the
waves ago and a double layer board has the required strength needed to do
this.

Boards in this category can cost anywhere between £450-£1500. Our Saltie
boards start from £579.

+ STIFFER + DURABLE + STRONGER + MAINTAINS SHAPE 

+ LIGHTWEIGHT - CAN BE MORE EXPENSIVE



Once you’ve chosen the type of paddleboard you want, you’ll also
need a few pieces of paddleboard equipment to make your time on
your board a lot easier and safer. Some bits we recommend are a
paddle (obviously), leash, board bag, and personal flotation device
(PFD).

Paddle Length

Getting the right size paddle is key to paddling with ease and
efficiency, especially when you’re first starting. To gauge what size
paddle you will need, generally the rule is that the paddle used with
your paddleboard should always be 6 to 10 inches taller than you are.

Material

The materials used to construct a SUP paddle play a role in
determining the weight and stiffness of the paddle. Paddles for SUP’s
come in a variety of different materials including plastic, aluminium,

wood and carbon fibre and nylon. Generally, a lightweight paddle will
make it easier and enable you to paddle for longer distances and time
periods.

Blade Size, Shape and Offset: The size, shape and offset of the
paddle blade will determine how the blade moves through the water.

You’ll choose a blade based on the type of paddling you do, your body
type and your personal preference. Generally, the larger you are, the
bigger you’ll want your blade to be.
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BASIC PADDLE BOARD EQUIPMENT
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Personal Flotation Device

Having a PFD, especially when you are just starting out can be life-

saving (literally). Ensure you choose one right for your weight and one
that won’t get in the way whilst you are boarding - it should help you
not hinder you

Board Bag

You’ve just bought an awesome new paddleboard, don’t let it get
scraped and scuffed. Most damages happen outside of the water, so a
bagged board will protect your new SUP from any of these. Plus, it
makes it easier to carry. Most good quality SUP's come with a bag
already (ours does).

Leash 

A SUP leash keeps your paddle board attached to you with a velcro
strap around your ankle or calf (depending on where feels
comfortable). A leash will help you stay connected to your board, allow
you to get back onto your board comfortably and avoid losing your
board, which could result in you injuring other borders. 



SUP Fin Setups

Fins add tracking and stability to your SUP. In general, larger SUP fins
with wider bases and longer front edges will go straighter and
provide more stability than ones with smaller fins. However, a smaller
SUP fin can provide better freedom of movement. 

There are several different fin setups that your paddleboard might
have. Below, we have compared the different types alongside the pros
and cons of choosing this style.

Single Fin

One middle fin at the tail of the board. A single fin provides good
tracking and minimal drag, making it a good choice for flatwater
paddling. Large single fins create a definite pivot point making it easy
to turn your board.

3 Fin

Three SUP fins are all of the same size, one in the middle and one on
either side. This setup promotes straight tracking on flat water and is
easily controlled in the surf.
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HOW MANY SUP FINS DO I NEED?

2+1 Set Up

Has the main middle fin at the tail, but also two smaller fins, called
side fins/ thruster fins, on either side of the main fin.

4+1 Set Up

Also known as a quad, this features a middle fin and 4 thruster fins.



Pros and Cons of 3 fins vs. 1 fin on SUP

How many fins you want depends on what you plan on doing with
your SUP. 1 or 3 fins on a SUP are the most typical type that you will
find on the market, both of which have pros and cons.  1 fin creates
minimal drag and makes the SUP easy to turn, 1 fin boards are also
ideal for flatwater paddling and practising your skills on reasonably
calm waters. A 1 fin board will be easier to turn than a 2,3 or 4 fin setup. 

However, the main advantage of a single fin is the speed that it can
produce due to the less drag it produces. The main con to a 1 fin SUP is
that they can sometimes feel unstable, balance and control are a bit
more reliant on the rider. A 3-fin setup,  also called a thruster,

promotes straight tracking on flatwater and offers good control in the
surf. They prevent the tail of the board from slipping sideways as you
put pressure on either side of the board as you go through your
stroke, making it the ideal option if you’re looking for a slightly more
advanced iSUP. The main con of a 3-fin SUP is that there is far more
drag than a 1 fin.
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Now that we understand the difference between 1 or 3 fins on a SUP
how do we put the SUP fins in place?

How to Install The Fins

Thankfully, putting your fins onto your inflatable SUP is a lot easier
than it sounds. Easily snap them on with no equipment and you’re
good to go!
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First, prepare your fin by making sure it isn’t pushed all the way to the
front or back. You want a very tight and secure fit to make sure that
your fins stay on during your saltie trip.

Secure it. Take your fin and make sure that the knob side is placed in
first.

Wiggle your fin. Give it a few wiggles to make sure that is properly in
place.

Listen for the snap. You’ll know when your fin isn’t going anywhere if
you hear a loud snap. Don’t worry you haven’t broken your fin! It’s just
your board letting you know that it is securely in place.



THE 6 SUP APPS EVERY PADDLE BOARDER

SHOULD HAVE
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1. Paddle Logger

First up on the list of best apps for SUP is possibly the most popular
SUP app; Paddle Logger. An awesome app, developed by David
Walker, that allows you to record your SUP journey, recording the
time you take to paddle from one point to another. A bit like Strava,

but for paddleboarding. Another great aspect of this popular app is
the ‘paddle live’ element. Offering live tracking with automatic
updates of your location and if you get into any difficulty. Something
which we think every paddleboarder should be used for that extra
protection!

Every trip that you record
on Paddle Logger comes
with a detailed logbook. It
has a notes section, a
photo gallery, and a map.

You can access this
logbook whenever you
want to check and
compare your
performance because a
little healthy competition
never hurt anyone…

Price: Free

Currently only available for IOS users 

https://paddlelogger.com/


2. Windy

One of our favourite apps, Windy is the app for checking the wind
direction and speed. Trusted by storm chasers, pilots, governments,

and pretty much everyone else, this app boasts of being a professional
wind app. Making it ideal for a quick check before heading out on your
Saltie adventure. Even better, Windy doesn’t show you ads unlike other
wind apps and is free. So you’ve really got nothing to lose by
downloading it (except for maybe a bit of storage space)

Price: Free

3. Go Paddling 

A really awesome all-rounder app for planning your paddleboarding
trip. Loaded with over 25,000 paddling locations for kayaking, canoeing,

and stand up paddling, making this app is the one you need if you’re
new to paddleboarding or just looking for a new location.

Paddlers can also share their experiences by leaving comments to let
you know what the location is like and if it’s any good. 

They can also add new locations and update existing ones. Meaning
you’ll never run out of new places to explore! 

Price: Free
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4. My Tide Times

Another great app for planning your SUP trip. My tide times does exactly
what it says on the tin; lets you know the tide times. This is essential to
planning a safe paddleboarding trip out on the sea. It is always best to
make sure you’re paddling out with the tide (between high tide to low
tide), and arriving back with the tide (between low tide to high tide). It’s
always good to check the tidal ranges as well. An essential for ensuring
you're well prepared for paddling out on the sea. Also, don’t forget the
tides change with the moon, so the tide timetable is always changing. So,

be sure you’ve checked them before you head out, as they’re unlikely to
be the same as the last time you went!

Price: Free

5. RiverApp

If you’re a fan of river paddleboarding then this app is pretty much
essential for you. The most widely used app to monitor river conditions
across Europe and North America. When water levels are too high, rivers
can become a real-life hazard. RiverApp was created to help you easily
monitor river conditions before you leave your house, ensuring you opt
for a safe paddle boarding or kayaking trip.

The app checks river levels, flows and temperatures as well as letting
you save your favourite spots for next time, posting hazards you may
come across ready for the next user as well as adding custom level
alarms.

Price: Free
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https://www.riverapp.net/en
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6. Paddling Magazine

This app is ideal for keeping up
with the latest paddle boarding
news. It features top paddle
boarding stories, advice on
what equipment to take with
you, reviews of peoples trips as
well as different skills (even
including recipes they
recommend for your next
overnight SUP trip!) It’s a really
great all rounder app, perfect
for the paddleboard obsessed. 

Price: Free 

Above are our top paddle
boarding apps, however, there
are hundreds to choose
between all which offer you
something different. We have
also chosen to include all free
apps - because who doesn’t
love a free one!? But, if you
have a larger budget then
you’ll also be able to find some
really awesome paid ones
which offer you more in depth
tips and location advice

https://paddlingmag.com/


So, you've got your paddleboard and your equipment and you've
downloaded your apps. Now, to actually paddleboard. 

How To Stand Up On A SUP
When you are just starting out paddle boarding always begin in calm,

still water with a wide board. The board should feel comfortable and
stable when standing up. Start in a kneeling position and try a few
strokes on each side. Slowly, stand up with one foot at a time and try to
stay in the middle of the board with your feet about shoulder-width
apart and your knees slightly bent, this should help with your balance.

Paddling Techniques
When you’re new to paddle boarding it can be tempting to just dig your
paddle into the water and hope for the best, but learning the correct
way to paddle can save you a lot of time and embarrassment (if you
embarrass easily that is, if you do just try and style it out, it might catch
on). 

Start your stroke a little away from the rail, angle the paddle inward
toward the rail and drag your blade towards your feet with vertical
deep strokes. Take a few strokes on each side to ensure you’re not
going round in circles - unless this is your aim… But most importantly,

have fun! Be prepared to get wet, to fall off and to make an absolute
idiot of yourself, unless you're really good, which if that's the case, we
take full credit for and you can tell all of your friends how Saltie Sports
made you the SUP'er you are today... just kidding, sort of.
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TOP PLACES TO PADDLEBOARD
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You've done it!

You've got the equipment, you've checked weather conditions and you
know how to paddleboard. Now, just to decide where to go...

The beauty of paddle boarding is its versatility, meaning you don’t
need to live near the sea like most water sport activities to enjoy it.
Any body of water, from a river to a lake to a stream… ok, ok not quite
but you get the gist. If you live in the UK then you already know that
we have plenty of bodies of water, so wherever you live you’ll most
probably live right near a great location to get the board out and get
paddling on that water.

Plus, if you don’t live near any water, or want a paddleboarding
holiday, then this is the perfect way to get out and explore a new
location, with a Saltie SUP adventure just waiting to happen right
around the corner. It was hard, but we have managed to round up our
favourite locations on were paddleboarding in the UK:
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1. Sandbanks, Dorset

Our personal favourite, even if we are
slightly biased is Sandbanks based in
Dorset, known as a millionaires
playground, Sandbanks is a beautiful
small peninsula jutting out into the ocean.

And, what’s better than one side of the
water? Two. And that is why Sandbanks
makes for an ideal spot for
paddleboarding. The waters around the
harbourside are shallow and calm and the
alternate side is filled with the beautiful
open sea, leaving you to opt for either
side, depending on what sort of a
challenge you are looking for. A great
spot to go paddleboarding in South West
England. 

2. Kingston upon Thames 

A short drive from London Kingston upon
Thames boasts a beautiful part of the
iconic River Thames running right
through it, making Kingston upon Thames
a great place to paddleboard. The River
Thames starts in Gloucestershire and
stretches a huge 345km all the way to
Essex. But, the stretch from Kingston
upon Thames to Richmond has to be one
of our personal favourites. 

3. Penzance, Cornwall 

Cornwall is a classic spot to go
paddleboarding, it’s a water sports haven
but Penzance has to be one of our top
spots. We love boarding around the calm
waters of Penzance Harbour, just ensure
you time it right to make sure there's
enough water to get back after you’ve
paddled around. An awesome spot to SUP
in the South West. 
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4. Ullswater, Lake District 

The Lake District is a paddle boarders
haven, with the clue being in the name, the
area is filled with big and small lakes,

perfect to take your SUP out on. At 13km
long, Ullswater is one of the largest lakes
and a beautiful spot for a day filled with
paddleboarding. With south-westerly
winds in full swing across the lake,

Ullswater is a great place for downwinders
– creating an easy ride the rolling wave, so
if that’s your thing and you are a tad more
experienced then give this a go! Perfect if
you're looking for somewhere to go
paddleboarding North West England. 

5. Lake Bala, Wales

Lake Bala is the largest natural lake in
Wales spanning 3.7 miles long and 0.5 miles
wide. With its absolutely stunning
mountain backdrop, it’s perfect for a
relaxed SUP session, paddling around for
the day and taking in the scenery. A really
great spot to paddle boarding North
Wales!

We hope you've enjoyed learning about paddle boarding and have
learnt some helpful tips for your next Saltie adventure!

Visit us at saltiesports.com for regular advice on the latest equipment
and spots to paddle in.  
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